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Introduction
For a statistical experiment LeCam [3] introduced the concept of a sufficient
sublattice (in the M-space of the experiment) thus replacing the usual measure
theoretic notion of sufficiency by a vector lattice framework. In this note it is
pointed out that the sufficient sublattices are exactly the fixed spaces of the subsemigroups of the semigroup of all measurewise experiment-preserving positive
operators on the M-space of the experiment. So reduction of an experiment by
sufficiency and reduction by invariance coincide. We derive the same result for
pairwise sufficient subfields and sufficient subfields under suitable conditions on
the experiment. Some examples which concern the semigroup of operators
arising from measurewise experiment-preserving point transformations are given.
This is related to Basu's [1] work.
1. Sufficient sublattices and invariance
Let β=(X, Jl) 3?) be an experiment, i.e. X is a set, Jl is a σ-field on X
and 5? a non-empty set of probability measures on (X, <Jΐ). The band L(β)
generated by 3? in the space ca(X, JK) of all bounded signed measures on (X, Jΐ)
is called the L-space of the experiment 6 and its topological dual L(β)', denoted
by M(£), is called the M-space of 6 ([3]). M(6) has a unit e defined by <β, m>
=m(X) for every m^L(β). Let T(β) denote the semigroup of all positive linear
operators V: M(<?)-»M(£) which satisfy Ve=e and <Fw,P>=<t/, P> for every
u^M(6), P&3>. The semigroup of all measurable maps g: X-*X such that
gP=P for every Pe£P, denoted by Tλ(β)9 and the group T2(6) of all bijective
and bimeasurable elements of T^β) are of special interest. We shall identify
with the operator V^T(β) given by <yu, m> = 0/,£ra>, weM(£),
Let -C(M(β)σ) denote the space of all <r(M(<5), L(<£?))-continuous linear
operators on M(β) equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. Then
T(β) is a subset of X(M(<S)V) ([3] Lemma 2). One easily verifies the following
property of T(β).
Lemma 1.

T(6) is a compact convex semigroup in
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A semigroup S in J2(M(6}a) is called mean ergodic if the semigroup co(S)~
has a zero element by which is meant an element Φ such that ΦV=VΦ= Φ for
every V&co(S)~, where co(S}~ denotes the closed convex hull of S. For
let βκ=(X, JL9 K) and put D(€)= {Kd&: 6K is dominated}.

Lemma 2. Each subsemigroup of T(6) is mean ergodic.
Proof. Let S be a subsemigroup of T(β). The adjoint V ': L(β)-*L(β) of
with respect to the duality <M(£), L(8}y is a transition, that is, V is positive and V'm(X)=m(X) for every m^L(β), and V'P=P holds for every Pe£P.
The adjoint semigroup S'={V'\ V^S} is a semigroup in the space -C(L(β)) of
all continuous linear operators on L(6) equipped with the topology of pointwise
convergence. Let K^D(6). Since L(βκ) coincides with the closure of
, Jΐ)\ there exists n^CK such that \m\
where Cκ denotes the convex cone generated by K, we obtain
VL(βκ)ζlL(βκ)
for every FeS. For Fe S, let V'κ denote the restriction of V to £(<?*). Then
S'κ—{Vκ*. FeS} is a semigroup in the space ~£(L(βκ)) being equipped with
the topology of pointwise convergence. The band L(6K) can be generated by a
probability measure nκ of the from nκ=*Σ CP P> where c is a prior distribution
on K with countable support. Since V'κ nκ=nκ for every FeS, the semigroup
SK is mean ergodic ([8] Korollar 2.3). Let Φί denote the zero element of

co(Sί)Φ'Kl

In view of the uniqueness of the zero element it is clear that Φ'κ2\L(βKl)=
if K1C.K2^D(6). Since
L(β) =

U

([6] Lemme 1), we may define a map Φ': L(G)-*L(S) by Φ'm=Φ'κm if
m^L(SK), K&D(β). Then Φ' is a continuous linear projection satisfying
φ'V'=V'Φ'=Φ' for every V^S -and Φ'm^co(Sfmγ for every weL(£), since
the operators Φ^, K^D(β), have the corresponding properties (see [11] III. 7.2).
This implies that Φ' is a zero element of co(S')~ ([8] Theorem 1.2). Hence, the
semigroup *S" is mean ergodic and then this also holds for the adjoint semigroup
S"=S.
The preceding lemma is the key to the characterization of sufficient sublattices by invariance. According to LeCam [3], a σ(M(β), L(<?))-closed vector
sublattice H of M(β) containing e is called sufficient for β if there exists a
positive linear projection Π of M(β) onto H such that Π^T(β). The projection Π is uniquely determined by H ([3] Prop. 9). It is called the sufficient
projection for H. For Sd T(β), let

MS = {ut=M(β): Vu = u for every
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be the space of all fixed points of S in M(β) and for Hc.M(£), let
T(H) = {FeΞ T(β) :Vu = u for every

it ε H} .

Then T(H) is a compact convex subsemigroup of T(β) and Ms=Mco(s )-.
H(S)=MT(e).

Put

Theorem. For a subset H of M(β) the following statements are equivalent:
(i)
H is a sufficient sublattίce for 6.
(ii) H=Msfor some subsemigroup S of T(G).
(iii)
H=MT(H).
In particular, H(β) is the smallest sufficient sublattίce for 6.
Proof, (i) "Φ (ii) is obvious.
(ii)=^(i). Clearly, Ms is a σ(M(β), L(£))-closed vector subspace of
M(G) containing e. In order to show that Ms is a sublattice, take u^Ms and
Then u+^u implies Vu+^Vu=u and therefore Vu+^u+. Since
+
u — u+, P>=0 for every Pe.ίP and L(6) coincides with the closure of
, JK)\ there exists neC such that \m
where C denotes the convex cone generated by &, this yields <Fw+— u+, m>=0
for every m&L(β). Thus Fw+=w+, and M5 is a sublattice. If Φ denotes the
zero element of the semigroup co(S)~ whose existence is established in Lemma 2,
then Φ is a linear projection of M(6) onto Ms (see [11] III.7.2) and by Lemma 1,
(ii)<=>(ϋi).

For every subsemigroup S of T(β) we have Ms=MT(Ms).

Thus it is demonstrated that in this framework the (maximal) sufficiency
reduction of an experiment is the same as the (maximal) invariance reduction.
Several other characterizations of sufficient sublattices one can find in [4] Chap.
5, Sect. 3.
REMARK 1. The map S\-*MS defines a bijection between the set of subsemigroups of T(6) of the form T(H), ίfcM(£), and the set of sufficient
sublattices for β. This follows from the preceding theorem in view of
T(MT(H))=T(H).
Furthermore, if H is a sufficient sublattice for β then the
sufficient projection for H coincides with the zero element of the semigroup
T(H).
REMARK 2. From Lemma 2 and [11] III.7.2 it follows that

M(β) = H(β)®M0(β) ,
where M0(β) denotes the σ(M(β), L(£))-closed linear hull of the set {Vu— u:
u^M(β), Fe T(6}} . Furthermore, let Lm(β) denote the minimal L-space of <?,
i.e. Lm(β) is the closed vector sublattice of L(β) generated by .2*. This space is
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of some interest in the theory of experiments (see [4]). Using [11] Cor. 1, p. 120,
it is easy to see that Lm(6) coincides with the space of all fixed points in L(6) of
the adjoint semigroup of T(β). Arguing as above one obtains
L(δ) = Lm(β)®L0(β),
where LQ(β) denotes the closed linear hull of the set {V'm—m: m^L(β),
V<ΞT(6)}.
REMARK 3. Let ex T(β) denote the set of extreme points of T(β). According to Lemma 1 and the Krein-Milman theorem, T(β)=co(ex T(6))". This
yields H(8)=MexT(&.
2. Pairwise sufficient subfields and invariance
We now use the correspondence between sufficient sublattices and pairwise
sufficient subfields. Let 3} be a sub-σ-field (subfield for short) of Jl. For
KdS?, let 1B(K) denote the subfield generated by IB and the K-null sets in Jl.
Put &= (Ί 1B(K\ Then IB is pairwise sufficient if and only if IB is pairwise
K&D(β)
sufficient for β. A pairwise sufficient subfield IB is said to be smallest pairwise
sufficient for β if <B<Σ.C for any other pairwise sufficient subfield C. Here we
stress that "smallest" refers to the partial order < defined by 1B<C iff IBdC.
Let i denote the canonical map of the space B(X, Jί) of all measurable bounded
real valued functions on X into M(β) given by
<(/(#), my = \ u dm,
The σ(M(£), L(£))-closure of ί(B(X, ^)), denoted by H&, is a vector sublattice of M(β) containing e. If on the other hand H is a <r(M(<?), L(<?))-closed
vector sublattice containing e then Jl(H)={A^Jl:i(IA)&H}
is a subfield of
JL. Note that Jl(H) = <J(H).
For ScT(£), put JLS = JL(MS\
In case
Sc T^β) we have
Jls = {A^JL: P(AAg~1A) = 0 for every
In fact, if g^S and V^ T(6) denotes the induced operator, then
<Vi(IA), my = <i(IA),gm> = gm(A)
= mlg-lA) = <i(Ig-ιA),m>
for every m^L(8) which yields Vi(IA)=i(Ig-ιA),
Jίs = {A^JL: i(Ig-ιA) = i(IA)

A&Jl.
for every

Hence
g€ΞS} .

Moreover, for u, v&B(X, Jl), i(u)=i(v) holds if and only if u=v
every PeiP. This gives the above characterization of JLS.

P-a.e. for
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Corollary 1. (a) If <B is a pairwise sufficient subfield for 6 then <B=Jls
for some subsemίgroup S of T(6).
(b) The following statements are equivalent :
(i)
There exists a smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6.
(ii)
o?s is pairwise sufficient for every subsemigroup S of T(β).
(iii) JLτ(β) is pairwise sufficient for 6.
If (iii) is valid, then <Λτ(€) is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6.
Proof, (a) H& is a suffiicent sublattice for 6 ([5] Prop. II.2.8). Hence by
the theorem, H$=MS for some subsemigroup S of T(8). This implies *B=
(b) (i) =Φ» (iii).

Let IB be the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6.

By the theorem and [12] p. 240, H^=H(β) and thus
This yields the assertion.
(iii) =^ (ii) «Φ (i) are obvious.

<B=Jl(H(ε))=Jlτ(e).

If the underlying experiment β is coherent by which is meant ί(B(X, <-Λf))=
M(6) one can obtain an analogous result for sufficient subfields. By [6] Lemma
4, this notion coincides with coherence in the sense of [2] for further equivalent
conditions see e.g. [7]. Especially, dominated experiments and discrete experiments (Basu-Ghosh-structures) are coherent. Note that for these experiments
<B is sufficient provided 3$ is a pairwise sufficient subfield. In particular, for
coherent experiments pairwise sufficiency of Jls implies sufficiency of <ΛS, because <Jls=<Jls. Furthermore, £}=<& for sufficient subfields, where &=&(&).
Since it is well known that for coherent experiments there exists a smallest
pairwise sufficient subfield for 6 (see [2] and notice that the smallest sufficient
subfield whose existence is established in [2] is smallest pairwise sufficient see
also [6], [12]), the following corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. Suppose that 6 is a coherent experiment. Then a subfield <B of
Jl is sufficient for 6 if and only if £i=Jls for some subsemίgroup S of T(6). In
particular, JLτ(€) is the smallest sufficient subfield for 6.
Basu [1] has shown that <JLτz(β) is sufficient for dominated experiments
and Trenkler [13] has proven the same fact for discrete experiments. Both
results are contained in the preceding corollary. In general, <JLτz(β) (and JlT^β))
is not the smallest sufficient subfield for dominated experiments (see [1]).
The following examples may serve as illustrations of the properties of <Jlτ2(β)
and Mτ2(€). Note that in all examples Mτl(β)=Mτ2(β) holds. The first example provides an experiment 6 such that ίf(£)=f=Mr2(£) and JLτ2(β) is not
pairwise sufficient for G. We remark that the latter fact disproves a result of
Petit [9] (second part of Thόordme 3).
EXAMPLE 1. Let X=(— 1, 0) (J (0, 1) and Jl be the Borel-field of X. Let
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5>=5>1U5>2 with ^^{P^P,} and &t={(6,+e-f)l2: *e(0, 1)}, where Pl and
Pj denote the Lebesgue measures on (0, 1) and ( — 1,0), respectively. Since
£(£)=£(£<?,) ®L(£<?2) holds and L(<£?a>,) can be identified with L\Q) and L(S&t)
with the band of discrete signed measures on the power set 3?(X) of X, we obtain

with B(X)=B(X, &(X)) and ρ=(P1+P2)/2. We claim that
7\(cT) = T2(6)={idx IA-idx IΛ.: AeJl, A = -A, Q(A<) = 0} .
Let T0 denote the right side of the second equality and let g=idx IA—idx
TQ. Then g*=idx, hence g is bijective. Moreover,

g-lB = (AπB)\j (Ac n (-£)) = (A n B) u (-K n β))
holds for every B^Jl, hence Γ0C Γ2(<?). To prove the inclusion
note first that for g&T^G), we have (e,+£-,)/2=(£,,+£,(_,))/2 which yields
i^> ^C""^)} — {χy ~χ} f°r every x&X. Setting A={x^X: gx=x}, this implies
A= —A and g=ίdx IA—idx IAC
Since

^ - ({«<o> n(-ι, o))u({£>o} n(o, i)) ,
A^Jl holds, and gPi=Pi9 i=l,2, implies Q(AC)=0. Thus ^eT0 and our
claim is proved. Ifg&T2(β) and V^T(6) denotes the induced operator, then
for every /eL

= J / 6^!
0

= <(/> w ^)^ ^ι+^2> for every
hence F(/, u)=(ft uog). (Note that we did not make notational distinction between m2^L(β&2) and its uniquely determined extension to 3?(X).) Furthermore, uog=u for every g^T2(δ) holds if and only if u=us, where us(x)=(u(x)-\u(—x))β for every x^X. This yields
Mτ2(β) = L"(Q) x {u^B(X} : u = us} ,
hence
JLτ2(β) = {A^JL: A = -A} ,
because i(IA)=(IA, IA) for every A^Jl. By Exemple 2 of [6], Jlτz(S) is not
pairwise sufficient for <?. Define a map Φ : M(β)-*M(β) by
, I«,,ύ+\fdP2 /(-1>0), «») -
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Clearly, ΦeΓ(£). Furthermore, for V=(Vlt Vt)eT(G), we have for every
feL~(Q),u<=B(X)
tf, «) dP, = <V(f, «), P,> = <(/, ii), P,> = /dP,, » = 1, 2
and

for every xeZ, hence (F2(/, «)),=«,. This yields ΦF=Φ for every F<Ξ T(G),
that is, Φ is a left zero of T(6). Since T(<?) is mean ergodic by Lemma 2, it
follows that Φ is the zero element of T(S). Thus it follows from Remark 1 that
H(β) = MM = L-(ζ)|j3)χ {u<=B(X): u = us}
with $=iφ,X, (0,1), (-1,0)}.
A slight modification of the preceding example yields an experiment 6
such that H(6)=Mτz(S) and <JLτ2(β) is not pairwise sufficient for 6.
EXAMPLE 2. Replace 5^ in the preceding example by the set of all probability measures which are absolutely continuous with respect to Q. Then
M(6) and T2(6) remain unchanged. But now the sufficient projection Π for
Mτ2(<S) given by Π(/, #)=(/, ι*f) is the zero element of T(G). Indeed, for
V=(V19 Vn)GT(β), we have for every /eL~(0), ut=B(X)

for every probability measure P which is absolutely continuous with respect to
ρ, hence FI(/,I<)=/. This implies that Π is a left zero of T(G) and thus,
again by Lemma 2, it is the zero element of T(S). From Remark 1 follows
H(β)=Mτ2(ε).
Next we give an experiment 6 such that H(6)=Mτ2(€)> Jlτ2(β) is pairwise
sufficient, but it is not sufficient for β. In particular, <Λτ2(£) is the smallest
pairwise sufficient subfield for 6 by Corollary 1.
EXAMPLE 3. Let X=[0, 1] and Jί be the Borel-field of X. Let B be a
non-Borel subset of (1/2, 1] with the cardinality of the reals and α: [0, l/2]-*B a
bijective map. Let
/2: *e[0, 1/2]} U {6,: *e(l/2, 1]\B} .
Then

For *e[0, 1/2], define^,: X-+X by
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g* =

and let S denote the group generated by {gx: #e [0, 1/2]} . Then S is a subgroup
of T2(β) and u^B(X) satisfies u°g=u for every g&S if and only if
u(a(x))=u(x) for every #e[0, 1/2], This gives
Ms= {u£ΞB(X): u(a(x)) = u(x)

for every

*e[0, 1/2]}

and

{#, a(x)} a A or {#, α(#
Since there exists a smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6 (see [12]), <JHS is
pairwise sufficient by Corollary 1 (it is not difficult to check this property
directly), but Jls is not sufficient ([10]). The sufficient projection Π for Ms
given by
UU = UΛ /[θ,ι/2] + M -f (1/2,1] NB+ttoT 1 IB >

where uΛ(x)=(u(a(x))+u(x))!2 for every *e[0, 1/2] and u<Λ-ι(x)=(u(a~l(x))+
u(x))β for every x^B, is a left zero of T(8}. This follows from (Vu}Λ=uΛ on
[0,1/2], Ftt=tt on (1/2, l]\ΰ, and (Vu)Λ-ι=uΛ-ι on B for every
Hence, Π is the zero element of T(6) and by Remark 1

In particular, H(6)=Mτl(β)=Mτ2(β) holds.
Finally, we give an experiment 6 such that Jlτ(β) is pairwise sufficient and
hence the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for £, Jl T2(S) is the smallest
sufficient subfield for £, but Jlτ(e)^Jlτ2(e).
EXAMPLE 4. Let Jf=[0, 1], Jl be the Borel-field, and 3?={£x: x^X} U
{P} , where P denotes the Lebesgue measure on X. Then T1(6)=T2(β)= {ίdx}
and <Λ=<JLτ2(β) is the smallest sufficient subfield. Furthermore, .$— {A^<JL\
A or ^4C is countable} is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6. To see
this, let A^JL and x, xly x2^X. Then IAr\[Xί,X2} is a version of ^.(/J-S),
ί=l,2, and /^nw+P^/w is aversion of ^(^(.S) and of £^|-S) which
yields pairwise sufficiency of Jδ. To prove that .3 is smallest pairwise sufficient,
it is enough to show that A^C(K} for every countable set A^& ancj K={εxi:
i^N} U {P}, where C is a given pairwise sufficient subfield. Let B=AΓ\ {#,-:
i^N} and let /denote a version of Ue, (7g|C) for every i^N and of £p(/B|C).
Put C= {/=!}. Then BcC and {Λ?/: /e^}\BcCc, hence f,ί(^ίΔC)=0 for
every £<ΞΛΓ. Since/— 0 P-a.e., we have P(^4ΔC)=0 and hence A^C(K). It
follows from Corollary 1 that cJZr(£)=-®, but e.g. [0, 1/2]$.®.
REMARK 4. It is known that a subfield 3ϊ is pairwise sufficient for 6 if and
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only if the deficiency of Q\3$ relative to 6 (introduced in [3]) is equal to zero by
which is meant that there is a transition U: L(G\ίB)-*L(G)

such that U(P\<B)=

P for every Pe5>, where β\4=(X, «®, {P\$: PeS>}) ([5] Theoreme 3).

To

prove the "if" part one can argue as follows. Let R: L(8)-*L(G\3$) denote the
restriction to IB and let S be the subsemigroup of T(G) generated by R'U'. By
the theorem, Ms is a sufficient sublattice. Since Hg=R'(M(6\lB)), we see that
Msc:Hg.
This implies that H& is a sufficient sublattice and thus, ίB is pairwise
sufficient for 8 ([5] Prop. IΓ.2.8).

For a more detailed discussion of the above

relation see [14], [15].
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